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GENERIC HOMEOMORPHISMS

HAVE NO SMALLEST ATTRACTORS

MIKE HURLEY

(Communicated by Charles C. Pugh)

Abstract. We show that if M is a compact manifold then there is a residual

subset £% of the set of homeomorphisms on M with the property that if

f £31 then / has no smallest attractor (that is, an attractor with the property

that none of its proper subsets is also an attractor). Part of the motivation for

this result comes from portions of a recent paper by Lewowicz and Tolosa that

deal with properties of smallest attractors of generic homeomorphisms.

In this paper we consider the set of homeomorphisms of a compact manifold

M with metric d ; this set of homeomorphisms is denoted as Hom(Af) and
is given the topology of uniform convergence, which makes Hom(Ai) a Baire

space. An attractor for / e Hom(Af ) is a compact, nonempty subset A of M
with the following property^ there is an open neighborhood U of A satisfying

the two conditions (i) f(U) C U and (ii) n„>0/"(i/) = A. We will refer
to such an open set U as an attractor block that determines A (this is slightly

different from the standard definition of an attractor block). Note that M itself

is an attractor for any / £ Hom(Af) . The attractor A is a smallest attractor

for / if no proper subset of A is also an attractor for / ; in other words, a
smallest attractor is one that is minimal in the class of all attractors of / when
they are partially ordered by inclusion. The main result of this note is that there
is a residual subset & of Hom(Af) with the property that if g e 31 then g

has no smallest attractor.

Remark 1. If A is an attractor for / and W is any neighborhood of A , then

there is an attractor block U that determines A with A c U c W ; see [1, 3].

There is a connection between the set of attractors of / and its chain recur-

rent set. This connection was originally described by Conley [1] in the context
of flows; for a development of this connection in the context of maps see [3] or

[5] and the references there. For us the important result is that a point x of M

is chain recurrent if and only if it has the following property: if some forward

iterate of x lies in an attracting block U then x lies in the attractor A deter-

mined by U. In particular, an attractor A for / is a smallest attractor if and
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only if it is a chain transitive component of the chain recurrent set of /. This

means that if x and y are any two points of A and if e > 0 then there is a

finite sequence xq, xx, ... , xn with xn = x, x„ = y, and d(f(Xj-X), x¡) < e

for each j =1,2,... , n (in the case y = x we also require that n > 1). More

generally, the chain recurrent set of / is defined to be the set of all x 6 M with

the property that for each e > 0 there exist points xo, xx, ... , x„ , n > 1,

with xo — x- xn and d(f(Xj-\), Xj) < e for each j = 1,2,... , n .
Generic properties of Hom(M) have been studied by several authors, notably

[8, 2, 7]. Among the results that have been established are that there are residual

subsets of Hom(M) satisfying each of the following properties.

Property Gl. The periodic points of / are dense in its chain recurrent set [2, 8];

in particular periodic points are dense in any of its smallest attractors.

Property G2.  / has no periodic attractors [8].

In order to establish the generic nonexistence of smallest attractors, we will

develop a third generic property, as follows._Suppose that A_ is an attractor

for / with an attractor block U, so that f(U)cU. Since U is compact, if

g £ Hom(M) is sufficiently close to / then g(U) c U as well, so that the set

Ag defined by Ag = Dn>ogn(U) is an attractor for g contained in U. (In other

words, an attractor block for / is automatically an attractor block for all nearby

g £ Hom(M) .) Now suppose that W is an arbitrary open subset of M.

Define aw(f) £{0,1,2, ... ,oo) to be the largest number of pairwise disjoint
attractors for / that are contained in W. One can use Remark 1 to verify that

if Ax, ... , Ak are pairwise disjoint attractors for / in W then each A¡ has an
attractor block U¡ with Uj contained in W, and with Ui,... , Uk pairwise

disjoint as well. This fact, coupled with the preceding observations, shows
that the map aw: M -+ {0, 1,2, ... ,00} is lower semicontinuous (viewing
{0, 1,2,... ,00} as the one-point compactification of {0, 1,2,...} in the
obvious way).

Lemma 1. For each nonempty open subset W of M there is a residual subset
C(W) of Hom(Af) with the property that the map aw : M -» {0, 1, 2, ..., 00}
defined above is continuous at each point of C(W).

Proof. This follows from the discussion above, using the fact that the set of

continuity points of a lower semicontinuous function forms a residual subset of

its domain [9].   D

The rest of the argument is similar to [4]. Begin by selecting a countable basis

W - {Wk I k > 1} for the topology of M, with the additional property that if
Y, Z are any disjoint closed subsets of X then there are disjoint elements of

W, Wk containing Y and Wm containing Z . (If 38 is an arbitrary countable

basis for M and W is composed of all finite unions of elements of 38 , then

W is a countable basis with this additional property.) Let C = f\k>\C(Wk)
where C(Wk) is as in the lemma. Since the intersection is countable, C is also

a residual subset of Hom(M), and membership in C defines our third generic

property:

Property G3. Each map awk is continuous at /.
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Theorem 2. Let 31 c Hom(Af) be the residual subset consisting of all homeo-

morphisms satisfying properties Gl, G2, G3. If f £31 then f has no smallest

attractor.

Proof. We argue by contradiction; suppose that / £3$ has 2 smallest attractor

A. Let U be an attractor block that determines A, and choose an element

W=Wk of the basis W with AcWcU.lt follows that aw(f) = 1 • Since
a smallest attractor is a subset of the chain recurrent set, Gl and G2 combine to

show that A contains two distinct periodic orbits, fm(p) — p and fn(q) = q .

If e > 0 is given then there is a homeomorphism g, uniformly within e of

/, such that each of these two periodic orbits for / is an attracting periodic
orbit for g (Lemma 3.1 of [8]). Clearly aw(g) > 2 for any such g, and since

e was arbitrary, this contradicts the continuity property G3.   D

Remark 2. Part of the motivation for this theorem comes from a recent paper

by Lewowicz and Tolosa which, among other things, establishes properties of

attractors for generic homeomorphisms (Proposition 2 and Theorem 2 of [6]).

The attractors they consider are assumed to be either connected or topologically

transitive subsets of the nonwandering set. The nonwandering set is contained
in the chain recurrent set, and a connected or topologically transitive subset of

the chain recurrent set is easily seen to be chain transitive, so the attractors con-

sidered in [6] are smallest attractors. Thus, unfortunately, those results concern

smallest attractors of generic homeomorphisms, while the theorem above shows

that, generically, homeomorphisms have no smallest attractors. In other words,

their results deal with properties of smallest attractors for a residual set X of

homeomorphisms while the theorem shows that there is a residual subset E of

I with the property that no / in E has any smallest attractors.

Remark 3. A little more work (along the lines of [4]) shows that a generic home-

omorphism has no isolated chain transitive components. Here is a brief outline
of the argument. For W = {Wk} as above, let Nk(f) denoted the number

of Wk chain transitive components for / (defined as in [4]). The first goal is

to show that the set of continuity points for Nk is residual in Hom(M). The
key to the argument is to show that if Nk(f) > 0 then there is an arbitrarily
small perturbation g of f with the property that Nk(h) > 0 for all h in some

neighborhood of g. Since (by property Gl) we can assume that the periodic

points of / are dense in its chain recurrent set, we can again use Lemma 3.1

of [8] to perturb / to g, changing a periodic orbit for / into an attracting

periodic orbit for g, so that, as above, any map h close enough to g will
have a chain component in some neighborhood of the original periodic orbit.
This gives a C° version of Lemma 7 of [4], from which the C° versions of

Proposition 8 and Theorem 6 of [4] follow.

Added in proof

It was pointed out by S. Pilyugin in his recent text (The space of dynamical

systems with the C° topology, Lecture Notes in Math., vol. 1571, Springer-

Verlag, Berlin and New York) that the arguments of [2] and [8] only show that

property Gl is satisfied by elements of a residual subset of the C° closure

of the C1  diffeomorphisms.  A proof of the genericity of Gl in the full set
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of homeomorphisms is contained in the preprint On proofs of the C° general
density theorem by the author.
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